As the NHS continues to implement the biggest reforms since its inception, and begins to change the poor cultures highlighted in the Francis report, staff engagement has never been more important. As Dean Royles, chief executive of the NHS Employers organisation, says: “We need world-class staff engagement if we are to turn Francis into a byword for improvement rather than failure.”

This briefing discusses four questions:

• How can social media platforms be used to engage staff?
• What examples of engaging staff through the use of social media platforms already exist?
• What could you do now to increase staff engagement by using social media content?
• What considerations should you take into account when using social media to increase staff engagement?

Key points

— Social media won’t be your only staff engagement tool; it is one option when looking at how to engage staff in the work they do.
— Small, frequent reminders of how teams and individuals are making a difference help build staff engagement.
— By monitoring what is said about your organisation on social media platforms, you can begin to use social media to help improve staff engagement and the reputation of your organisation.
— Social media platforms give individuals the space in which to show their professional personality and celebrate the successes of those around them.
Background

The NHS in England spends roughly 55 per cent of its £106.1 billion budget on staffing. That’s £58.4 billion. Staff are the NHS’ biggest asset. Improving staff engagement helps get the most out of the NHS’ huge investment in people.

This briefing is aimed at the NHS human resources (HR) community but will also be of interest to communicators and line managers.

What is staff engagement?

Engaged staff act in a positive way about the work they do, the people they work with and the organisation they work in.

There are many dimensions of staff engagement. Figure 1 highlights some key aspects of engagement.

Figure 1. Staff engagement – behaviours and feelings that indicate staff are engaged

- A desire to work to make things better
- Increased difficulty
- Belief in their organisation
- Working well in a team
- Helping colleagues
- Suggesting improvements
- Feeling healthy
- A likelihood to ‘go the extra mile’

Source: The staff engagement toolkit, NHS Employers
Increasing staff engagement with social media

**Key resources**

- **Engage for success**
  A multi-industry staff engagement movement, providing excellent case studies and evidence of the power and potential of staff engagement.

- **NHS Employers**
  The staff engagement toolkit – the ‘go to’ collection of evidence, knowledge and practical help on staff engagement for NHS managers and employees at all levels.

---

**Using social media to increase staff engagement**

Broadly speaking, there are two ways to use social media to increase staff engagement:

— bringing the outside in
— taking the inside out.

Both are based on the principle that human beings like to be told they have done a good job. To know if someone is doing a good job, views, opinions and comments are needed. Social media platforms offer NHS staff an opportunity to hear and see who’s doing a good job and what is being said about them and their services. This helps build cases for change and positivity throughout the organisation.

**Patients are talking about you already**

If you search for ‘NHS’ on Twitter, Flickr, Facebook, YouTube, or any of the other social media platforms popular in the UK, you’ll find thousands of results. Within these are people talking about your part of the NHS. They may not know to call it a ‘community trust’ or a ‘university hospitals foundation trust’, but they’ll be talking about your work nonetheless.

Importantly, what they are saying about your services can be a predictor of how good their individual treatment is and how good your services are overall. Social media is a great way for staff to listen to what is being said about their organisation, to understand and empathise with service users’ views. It is less detailed than traditional written complaints, but more dynamic and just as important.

The experience of the patient feedback website **Patient Opinion** is that nearly everyone who leaves a negative opinion does so not just to raise concerns but also to help the NHS improve. They want to feed back what could be better so that the next patient doesn’t have the same negative experience; for example, this post on the website.
Route 1: Bringing the outside in

Online comments about your trust and/or service have the potential to engage staff with their job and organisation. By using existing content, you don’t have to worry about being active on a social media platform yourself. This is the easiest way to integrate social media content into your staff engagement strategy – it can be as simple as copy and paste!

Google Alerts are a simple and effective way of keeping up to date on what is written online about key words such as NHS [location]. Use Boolean operators (AND, OR) to help set up searches for more complex queries. The [BBC’s guide to Boolean operators](https://www.bbc.co.uk/learningenglish/interactives/tutorials/boolean-operators) is very helpful.

**Working with positive feedback**

Positive feedback from the social media world should be given to the ward, team or individual concerned. This will help them understand that their role counts – one part of the ‘staff engagement star’ [see page 10] – and therefore help increase their engagement with their job.

A summary of the positive feedback the trust, teams and individuals have received in the last week or month should be shared with colleagues via staff briefings, meetings or newsletters.

The content on social media platforms gives NHS organisations a chance to celebrate the often overlooked details and successes that make a good service great.

Small, frequent reminders of how teams and individuals are making a difference will help build staff engagement. For more examples, see page 7.

**Working with negative feedback**

Negative feedback is not bad. It can in fact be far more valuable than positive feedback. Without negative feedback we would never know where to improve. Being open and transparent and asking for feedback, including negative, helps develop better public and private services.

For example, imagine you have found negative comments on Twitter about the service you work in. It shows that patients are frustrated at not knowing how long they are likely to have to wait to see the clinician or why the clinic is from yearly to weekly feedback.

The annual NHS Staff Survey provides a valuable snapshot of staff opinion. As more people use social media platforms, increasing numbers of people are getting used to the idea of near realtime feedback – for example, asking questions of their train operator or local councillor and expecting an answer back in a short timeframe.

As people become accustomed to this level and speed of interaction, it is having an effect on NHS staff. As staff move from their personal lives into their professional lives there can be a stark difference in the timelines to receive feedback. Often staff have structured monthly, bi-yearly or yearly appraisals with their managers. These may not meet their appetite for regular feedback. Feedback received via social media offers a way to help them get regular feedback that doesn’t rely on a face-to-face meeting being squeezed into shifts.

---

What is being said about your trust online?

Try searching on [twitter.com/search](https://twitter.com/search) for NHS + [your location]. What clues does it give you about how people might view your service and other NHS services in the area? What positive feedback is out there?

How could you take that to the relevant team? Would a screen shot be enough? Would a little more information about the commenter help? What does their Twitter biography tell you about them?

---

From yearly to weekly feedback

The annual NHS Staff Survey provides a valuable snapshot of staff opinion. As more people use social media platforms, increasing numbers of people are getting used to the idea of near realtime feedback – for example, asking questions of their train operator or local councillor and expecting an answer back in a short timeframe.

As people become accustomed to this level and speed of interaction, it is having an effect on NHS staff. As staff move from their personal lives into their professional lives there can be a stark difference in the timelines to receive feedback. Often staff have structured monthly, bi-yearly or yearly appraisals with their managers. These may not meet their appetite for regular feedback. Feedback received via social media offers a way to help them get regular feedback that doesn’t rely on a face-to-face meeting being squeezed into shifts.
Running late. You bring that feedback into work and show the manager of that service, who dismisses it as “just the way it is.” In that moment an opportunity is lost.

If the manager had said, “I’ve never really thought about it like that. OK, we’ll bring it up in the team meeting and see if we can find a solution to the problem”, an opportunity is created. In the team meeting a solution is found by the team, not imposed by the manager, and you are asked to implement it. The next week you see some positive feedback on Twitter saying how well informed the patient felt.

This scenario has examples of great management and leadership, personal development and involvement in decision making – that covers three of the five points of the staff engagement star. Staff engagement in the clinic improves, patients enter the clinic rooms feeling informed, and subsequently engage better with their treatment.

Whose job is it to monitor social media sites?

While most social media platforms, such as Facebook, are free to use, the job of monitoring what is said about an organisation takes time and effort. Someone will need to be paid to do it, analyse the results and ensure the feedback gets to the right part of the organisation.

This briefing outlines the potential benefits of monitoring and using social media feedback. If “bringing the outside in” is to happen, the role of the monitor will have to be worked out by each organisation. As Dean Royles has said on his blog, “Using social media isn’t just an add-on or just another task in your already busy day, but a fundamental change to the way we work.”

This begs the question – if you are to integrate social media feedback into the organisation, what work that you do now needs to stop to make room for social media monitoring?

Considerations when bringing the outside in

— Which social media platforms could you monitor?

— Whose job is it to bring the outside in for your team/department/organisation?

— Should staff from the service be encouraged to reply to the comments online? When might a reply be useful? When might a reply be damaging?

“Positive feedback from the social media world should be given to the ward, team or individual concerned. This will help them understand that their role counts”
Route 2: Taking the inside out

Having looked at how you can use the social media content that is already out there without having to be a contributor yourself, we will now discuss how producing your own social media content can also help improve staff engagement.

Using social media tools to get regular feedback from staff
Intranet forums, generic feedback inboxes and staff feedback meetings are commonplace across the NHS. They are used by organisations to give staff a way of feeding back, but often lack a sense of purpose. What do you feed back on if you’re asked for feedback on everything to do with your job?

By using blogging platforms, senior NHS leaders in each organisation are able to promote feeding back by highlighting a specific area of the organisation’s work in which they would like to improve.

Dr Mark Newbold, Chief Executive of Heart of England NHS Foundation Trust, used this approach to promote a ‘safety September’ month on his blog, posting a video used by his trust to help raise awareness of medication errors and how to minimise the number of them happening at the trust. A follow-up post highlighted the success of the month and thanked all the staff who were involved, personally naming the health and safety and patient safety team members to thank them.

It should be noted, however, that asking for staff feedback in public can have drawbacks. Hard, honest debates are often difficult to hold when the participants understand that the media and public are able to access them. Discussing the intricacies of individual patient care or ward-specific cultures in public can break confidentiality and increase inter-team tensions. A balance between public and private must be found by the organisation.

Celebrating success
NHS staff do some incredible things every day. They save lives, give up their Christmases and help people pass away with dignity. Many of these incredible acts and behaviours are over in minutes and forgotten even more quickly – it’s “normal” and “nothing out of the ordinary”. It may be normal for staff, but for the patients and their family and friends it’s incredible.

Just as receiving positive feedback from patients can help engage staff, receiving it from your peers is equally, if not more, powerful. If you take the time to consider what ‘normal’ successes happen around you every day in work, you’ll soon see there is a lot to celebrate.

By making these successes public via social media platforms such as the trust’s Twitter account, Facebook page or blogs by clinicians and directors, the great work of staff can receive recognition from peers and the public. Imagine how good you’d feel if people ‘liked’ a Facebook update about your latest qualification or you completing 20 years of service.

Celebrating success can feel very corporate. It can slide into being all about ‘staying on message’ and suffer from a lack of personality. If done well, however, it can give the organisation a personality (the collective personality of staff tweeting professionally, for instance) and help improve not just staff engagement but the organisation’s social media brand as well. Some examples of how individuals and organisations are already doing this are shown below.

Considerations when taking the inside out
— Whose job is it to take the inside out for the team/department/organisation?
— How could your team/department/organisation resource this approach? Can you feed into an existing organisation-wide process?
— What successes would you like to be praised for? What makes you feel proud about your work?

“By making successes public via social media platforms… the great work of staff can receive recognition from peers and the public”
Examples of successful use of social media as part of staff engagement

Below are examples of how different approaches to using social media platforms are helping organisations and individuals engage staff around their professions and jobs. The examples show how social media use doesn’t just add value to those who are on social media platforms, but to those around them too.

Rachel Newson
Chief Executive
Coventry & Warwickshire Partnership Trust
[@ChiefExecCWPT]

The organisation Rachel leads provides mental healthcare for those with learning disabilities and physical healthcare in the community. Her staff work across 70 different locations and don’t have easy access to desktop computers for most of their working day.

Rachel started tweeting in a professional capacity to help the process of creating a single organisation after Coventry & Warwickshire Partnership Trust was created from merging four primary care trust provider arms.

Rachel has actively promoted her Twitter account to staff and has used her account to praise the work of staff members who also use Twitter. In her experience, those staff who are actively using social media to discuss their professions are more engaged in work. Rachel has seen how discussions and information on Twitter translate into new ideas and connections in the workplace, helping the organisation develop.

Rachel says: “I find Twitter a good way to show my staff how proud of them I am. It has helped me celebrate the successes of those staff who use social media to bring in new information and ideas to our organisation. They’re really setting the standard.

“Over the next 12 months I want all of my staff to know that they have permission to use social media at work to help improve our services.”

Dr Mark Newbold
Chief Executive
Heart of England NHS Foundation Trust
[@DrMarkNewbold]

Mark uses both Twitter and his personal blog to talk about his weekly diary and his thoughts from the past week’s meetings. His open and honest approach has won him many followers inside and outside the trust.

Rob Webster
Chief Executive
Leeds Community Healthcare NHS Trust
[@RobWebster_LCH]

Rob uses both Twitter and guest blogs. He has become part of the online health community in Leeds and is often found further afield offering advice to helpful links to staff across the NHS.

Rob is always happy to share his experiences; in the example at the foot of the page, with Paul Mears, chief executive of Yeovil District Hospital NHS Foundation Trust.

Lisa Rodrigues
Chief Executive
Sussex Partnership NHS Foundation Trust
[@LisaSaysThis]

Lisa uses Twitter and her trust’s website to talk about her week and connect with NHS staff online. She publishes a weekly open letter on the trust’s website in which she writes honestly about the challenges facing her trust and the wider NHS. This helps show the public the direction she is taking the trust in.
“NHS Manchester has harnessed social media to support the national flu fighter campaign, promoting awareness among NHS staff, patients, carers and the wider public”

David Foord
Clinical Governance Lead at NHS Direct and Nurse Board Member at NHS Milton Keynes Clinical Commissioning Group
@DGFoord

David is a highly engaged member of the NHS Direct team; he puts some of this down to being allowed to network on social media platforms with other professionals. He compiles lists of NHS accounts on Twitter and is an active member of the #nhsm, #wenurses and #nhscchange communities.

David echoes Rachel Newson’s experiences of how social media helps to plug him into a wide range of perspectives and information. The diversity of views and experiences helps him discuss and debate his profession and he acts as a strong NHS Direct advocate online.

Using Twitter, David is able to build up a picture of how other NHS staff and the public view NHS Direct. This has enabled him to ‘bring the outside in’ by showing colleagues the need for improvement in some areas and successes in others. He works with the communications team to put this feedback into staff briefings.

David’s use of social media has led him to make connections with other NHS Direct colleagues online that would not have been made offline. These connections lead to increased internal networking within the organisation, strengthening NHS Direct.

In 2013, David plans to make sure internal awards, such as ten years of service, are promoted on social media to help show staff how proud of them the organisation and he are.

Victoria Betton
Deputy Director of Strategy & Partnerships, Leeds & York Partnership NHS Foundation Trust
@VictoriaBetton

Victoria oversees the trust’s use of social media and is the internal expert and advocate for social media. The trust’s communications and engagement team includes a specialist e-communications officer.

The trust promotes its staff recognition scheme on Twitter and Facebook, so that staff, service users and members can nominate staff for the monthly award. Each month’s winner has their picture taken and a short story written about why they won. This is posted on Twitter and Facebook, showing staff that the trust is proud of their achievements and promoting a positive brand online.

The trust is also starting to use videos to enable directors to amplify messages they wish to share with staff. The Trust has Vimeo and YouTube channels where they post video content, which are also embedded within their website and shared via Twitter and Facebook. The videos are used to help staff talk to staff independently of their location, and complement the existing face-to-face interactions.

NHS Manchester – digital and social media award winner, NHSE #flufighters awards

NHS Manchester has harnessed social media to support the national flu fighter campaign, promoting awareness among NHS staff, patients, carers and the wider public. They have used various digital platforms – Twitter, Facebook, YouTube and Pinterest – to promote the importance of flu vaccination, embedding #McrFluSafe alongside flu fighter.

Personal, Fair and Diverse Champions campaign

This campaign has built up a network of over 5,000 NHS employees who have committed to taking action, however small, to create a personal, fair and diverse NHS. The campaign is supported by a Twitter account @PFDChamps and online resource pack.
Next steps

1. Set up some Google Alerts. By getting a daily or weekly summary of what is being said online about your service and/or organisation, you’ll begin to get a feel for what the public thinks you are doing right and what they think you’re doing wrong. This can help individuals, teams and departments improve.

2. Use socialmention.com to monitor what is being said about your organisation on Twitter and Facebook. This free service also provides a positive/neutral/negative comment count.

3. Become a social media leader. If you already tweet or blog in a professional capacity, why not share your account names with your colleagues? Bring the interesting information and discussions you find online into work and share them with your colleagues. Connect with other staff at your organisation who use social media in their roles. Leaders aren’t always the ones at the top of the hierarchy, so don’t worry if you’re not the chief executive – you can still lead.

4. Ask your organisation’s communications team if any of the senior management are using social media professionally. If they are, make a note of their usernames and/or blog addresses and see what they’re saying. Send them your thoughts – if they’re using social media, they are there to engage.

5. Suggest to the communications team that they promote staff achievements and awards on any social media accounts they manage. Suggest the same to any staff you know who use social media. Perhaps there is also an unofficial Facebook group of staff members which would like to promote their colleagues’ good work.

6. Read your organisation’s internet usage and social media policies. Do they allow and promote the use of social media by staff? If not, why not?
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The Staff Engagement Star

Excellent staff engagement results from a number of factors

- Delivering great management and leadership
- Promoting a healthy and safe work environment
- Enabling involvement in decision making
- Ensuring every role counts
- Supporting personal development
NHS Employers

The NHS Employers organisation is the voice of employers in the NHS, supporting them to put patients first. Our vision is to be the authoritative voice of workforce leaders, experts in HR, negotiating fairly to get the best deal for patients.

We help employers make sense of current and emerging healthcare issues to ensure that their voice is front and centre of health policy and practice. We keep them up to date with the latest workforce thinking and expert opinion, providing practical advice and information, and generating opportunities to network and share knowledge and best practice.

We work with employers in the NHS to reflect their views and act on their behalf in four priority areas:
- pay and negotiations
- recruitment and planning the workforce
- healthy and productive workplaces
- employment policy and practice.

The NHS Employers organisation is part of the NHS Confederation.
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